
 

Let’s ENHANCE Your Life! 
 

 

Cardio #1 

Warm Up: 

Choose a song and dance or move around both arms and legs till song finishes 

 

Equipment: 

- Weights or Filled water bottle to act as weights 
- Mat 
- Bench/chair 

 

Stretches: 

See stretch sheet for instructions 

- Calf 
- Toe touch 
- Arm across body 
- Chest 
- Forward reach 
- Twist 

Hold each stretch for approximately 20 seconds 
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Exercises: 

Round 1 
Each exercise to be done for 45 seconds each 15 seconds rest x 5 rounds 

To advance this, do the exercise for 1 minute and rest for 30 seconds x 5 
rounds 

Exercise Diagram Advancement 
/notes 

Quick Feet Jogging on the spot Add arms like 
you’re running  

Star jumps – arms and 
legs jumped out and in at 
same time 

 

Can do walking 
star jumps if can’t 
jump 

Squat Pulses – go down 
into a squat and come 
halfway back up and go 
back down again  

Add weight to 
advance 

Crunches – lying on back, 
hold belly button in and 
lift shoulders towards 
knees 

 

You can support 
head but make 
sure not to pull on 
neck 

Burpees – crouch, jump 
out, jump in, jump up 

 

Can do these off 
bench 
Can also step 
these out  

Mountain Climbers – 
from plank hold, 
alternate legs moving in 
while holding core on 

 

Can do these off 
bench 
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Cool Down 

Stretches: 

See stretch sheet for instructions 

- Calf 
- Toe touch 
- Arm across body 
- Chest 
- Forward reach 
- Butt 

Hold each stretch for approximately 20 seconds 
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High Knees – lift knees 
nice and high whilst 
jogging 

 

Can fast walk 
these 

Squat Jumps – squat 
down and then jump into 
air (only has to be a small 
jump)  

Squat to calf raise 
if you can’t jump 

Chest to Grounds - start 
on your knees, lower 
yourself down to ground 
then work yourself back 
to kneeling  

Start from toes to 
make this more 
advanced 

Bicep Curls – use a band 
or weights 
If you don’t have weight 
do push ups 

 

 


